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every epoch or culture has had difficulty understanding and
evaluating its creative art twentieth century art in the western
world has had more than its share of doubters this fact is
explainable in that not since giotto painted the life of
christ in 1300 were such radical departures ever made with
tradition

part of our problem stems from the term art itself few
words mean more things to more people than the word art to
most it means in a kind of general way pictures books poems
music dancing and acting it is for the purpose of teaching
explaining moralizingmoral izing directing and it is representation dec-
oration entertainment play and busyworkbusy work for children and
recreation for adults who have nothing better to do in their
leisure time

though the activity or travail of painting or writing may re-
quire talent and skill or the product picture or poem may
exhibit ingenuity or virtuosity and though the seeing or hear-
ing by an observer or participant may involve edification en-
joymentjoyment or even inspiration it is still quite possible that noth-
ing genuinely artistic or aesthetic has happened not that these
things are bad it is just that they should not be mistaken for
art

then what is art art is a peculiar intellectointellects emotional ex-
perienceperience called an aesthetic experience and what is an aes-
thetic experience it is that sense of spiritual lift that brings in-
tegrationte a dynamic inner peace accompanied by relatively lit-
tle or no reference to things places people or information
this statement means that in the presence of a work of art
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which moves one to some degree of joy the experience is com-
parativelyparatively immediate and terminal rather than mediate or as-
sociationalsociationalal through traditional romanticism and naturalism
we had erroneously come to believe that humanistic values were
embodied only in the acquisition of knowledge that would fur-
ther our well being we had lost the capacity to see or appreci-
ate color form or symbol for their own sake that isis the im-
mediate experience of beauty

this experience is the basic criterion of great art art with
a capital A the artist realizes it in expression the observer au-
ditor or reader relives it as an understanding or sensitive par-
ticipant

what evokes this aesthetic emotion it is imagined form
or order embodying complete functional and organic inter-
relationships interrelationships of visible or audible colors
tones lines spaces patterns motives in space or time these
are manifested universally and particularly in natural phenom-
ena ideas and ideals in the mystic the divine in movement
and energy

have you ever felt yourself carried away to something be-
yond I1 me and minemine while standing before monumental archi-
tecturetecture or listening to a symphony what did it it was the
order the form the significance of structural organismic rela-
tionshipstion ships of patternpastern color tone linear theme meter measure
or proportion rhythm and movement

this is the real humanism of contemporary art this is
why artists have sought to emphasize the formal aspects of
expression and creation even to the exclusion of subject mat-
ter and to a degree content subject matter and content
carry the associational values form carries the power to evoke
the immediate experience of joy and exaltation

if one cannot accept the idea that the composition or form
is effective in moving individuals or groups to a higher morale
or esprit de corps how can we explain the effect the parthe-
non or a bach fugue has had upon millions of people the
principle of the golden mean or the divine proportion in
the parthenon is the secret of its power it has been referred
to as frozen music these perfectly assembled measures are
the principles the painter is trying to incorporate art is an ex
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pression of man in significant patterns which tend to induce
feelings for the beautiful the energetic and the sublime
john dewey has said about the same thing this way it is an
attitude of spirit or state of mind that demands for its own
satisfaction and fulfilling the shaping of matter into new and
more significant form both of these definitions clearly state
that the basis of art the thing that distinguishes it the factor
in it that is the real spirit or life the thing that inspires or
evokes the aesthetic response is form order pattern or design

art does affect the lives of men it moves to ecstacy thus
giving color and movement to what might be an otherwise
rather grey and trivial affair 3

color just as proportion and rhythm has its effect upon
man psychologists at johns hopkins university reported after
two years of research on the effects of color that they were
pleasantly surprised to see such amazing clear results come

from this research
complete scholastic and attitude reports were kept on all

the children during one year in three schools needing new
paint the one school was repainted according to the principles
of color dynamics the second in the usual light buff wall
and white ceilings and the third went untouched

the second year performances of the students were next
compared with the first A study of the work play and lang-
uage performance of kindergarten children shows a 33.9339539559 per
cent improvement between the first and second year in the
school painted with dynamics 737.37375 per cent in the second paint-
ed with conventional color and only 3 per cent in the unpaint-
ed school the psychologists found 4

ordered color and space relations do the same for workers
in factories or offices the attitudes the morale the health
the productive capacity and harmonious relationships can be
improved in the citizens of a community patients in a hospital
or members of a church or a family by the intelligent use of
artists and aesthetic principles

it relieves social tension and conduces to peace and good
will various forms of strife and anxiety are abated in times
of aesthetic enjoyment and life is lifted to a higher plane

in times like these man needs art that is more of a magic
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carpet than that which is a mirror he doesndoean t need to see refreflec-
tions

lec
of more confusion and conflict he needs to be lifted

above them this is not necessarily escape which implies run-
ning away from reality to the fanciful many have held that art
comes nearer being ultimate reality than anything we experi-
ence otherwise the creation and appreciation of art like rel-
igion is a means to man s exaltation and atonementat one ment

john galsworthy says that
it is art when for however brief a moment interest in myself
is replaced by interest in itself and this art is the one form
of human energy inin the whole world which really works for
unionunion and destroys the barriers between man and man it is
the real cement of human life the everlasting refreshment
and renewal what is grievous about our lives isis that we are
shut up within ourselves to be stolen away from ourselves
by art is a momentary relaxation a minute s profound and
as it were secret enfranchisement
there has crept into our minds once more the feeling that the
universe is all of a piece equipoise supreme we have begun
in fact to have a glimmering of the artist s creed that nothing
may we despise of neglect that everything isis worth the doing
well the making fair that our god perfection is implicit
everywhere and the revelation of him the business of our
art art must indeed be the priest of this new faith in per-
fection whose motto is harmony proportion and balance 5

one of the obstacles in achieving the environment conduc-
ive to the above benefits is the attitude of many who claim
I1 don t know anything about art but I1 know what I1 like people
in positions of leadership have a responsibility but what of the
artist Is he responsible and what is that responsibility

each age tends to declare its artists poets and musicians ir-
responsible picasso is a charlatan beethoven was a bar-
barian michelangelo was sacrilegious 11 shakespeare was
vulgar blake was insane historically what works by what
men are truly humanitarian who are the great architects of
humanistic morale your list is likely to include all of the above
but picasso but what of the list one hundred years from now
it is evident that in historical perspective artists have been stub-
bornly conscientious and sincere about their responsibility as
they saw it

an artist s moral responsibility is to express himself artis
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ticallymically in his own unique way creatively inin the language or
media suitable to his temperament talent or communicative
purpose

he in the aesthetic realm is a seer through special pow
ers and sensitivities he isis capable of seeing beyond the surface
of things confused and in conflict to send light into the
darkness of men s hearts such is the obligation of the artist
says shuman 6

whether anybody hears him or sees his work or not makes
no difference to the fact that he has expressed his emotions and
has therefore completed the work in virtue of which he isis an
artist 7

in some way or other or to some extent every human be-

ing isis artistic if he isis made inin the image of the creator he isis
creative As such he isis moved to shape his environment into
new and more significant form otherwise his world is without
form and void

the artist s first responsibility isis to himself but because of
the humanistic power of art he cannot escape a responsibility
to others he cannot escape the consideration of the communicacommunica-
tive aspect as he creates

regarding this responsibility louis mumford has said
there are two processes at work inin our civilization one up
building life bestowing the other life denying leading to ul
timatedimate extermination and annihilation there is a cult of vio10

lence that threatens our rationality indeed ouiouroul very humanity
he believes that the artist s greatest danger is in surrendering
to the accidental and the irrational and the denial of the
possibility of coherence and intelligibility s

it is a cult of the meaningless the negative the humorless no
work of art isis created inin a vacuum the artist draws upon his
experiences the impact of the social context and visual world
upon the artist may be through the philosophical or psychologi-
cal temper ethos or even through a pair of old boots van
gogh or a rubbish heap pathos 9

if we are spiritually and aesthetically sterile or corrupt is
it the artist s duty to hold up the mirrormirror to us yes if he does
so responsibly if he does not betray his art as well as his
humanity he too says mumford has a responsibility to be
sane the duty to be whole and balanced the obligation to
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overcome or transform the demonic and to release the more
human and divine elements in his own soul in short the ar-
tist has the task of nourishing and developing every intuition
of love and of finding images through which they become visvis-
ible if all he can say inin his pictures it this is the end let
it be the end and let him say no more about it let him be silent
until he has recovered the capacity to conjure up once more a
world of fine perceptions and rich feelings of values that sus-
tain life and co lerent forms that reinforce the sense of human
mastery

few cultural epochs in the history of the western world
have sought conscientiously through form or aesthetic exper-
ience to reinforce the sense of human mastery in the visual
arts

it was a major concern with the greeks prior to the hel
enisticeristic and roman period 329 BC to the greeks the com-
position of a true work of art was necessarily organic nic-
omacheancomachean ethics stated that inin a good work of art it isis not pos-
sible either to take away anything or to add anything it must
be of single action one that is complete whole in itself so
ordered that it produces its pleasure with all the organic unity
of a living creature this is reminiscent of macleish s statement
that a poem 11 must not mean but be

to some extent this spirit and vitality existed in byzantine
mosaics it is also found in most genuine primitive art and in
unsophisticated child art some of the renaissance painters were
aware of it but their occupationpreoccupationpre with content and visual
authenticity romanticism and naturalism soon overcame
their concern for form and it was never to be resurrected ex-
cept in a few individual cases until the advent of so called
modern art

paul cezanne the father of modern art in his struggle to
realize was searching for significant form the major effort

in modern art is not unlike that in classicism so far as form is
concerned the difference being that the greeks sought for it
through logic and objectivity today s epoch is a long way
from ideal it isis ugly cruel and materialistic and it isis produc-
ing much poor art frank lloyd wright said recently five
per cent of modern art is junk historically however if
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twentyfivetwenty five per cent is good art we can still feel encouraged
there have been worse periods in general art of today is a re-
volt against materialism it is a search for spiritual innerinner and
transcendental meanings we assume a small percent of it to
be great art not all who say this way or that way have the
answer but my personal acquaintance with a few persuades me
that most are deeply and humbly sincere

collectively contemporary artists feel obligated to open
the doors to pure aesthetic experience the sense of complete
integrity with the soul of man at the center this is the human-
istic contribution contemporary art would make our age has
been defined as sensate that our quest is for the sensory and
sensational and that we are preoccupied with the pathological
and negative nevertheless modern artists take issue with al-
most all the basic characteristics of this materialistic age the
revolt is both fundamental and relatively successful modern-
ism is destined to enjoy a fairly long lease on life
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